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	cabinet: 
	sink: 
	curtain_trk_pop: Curtain tracks DO NOT need to be removed.     
	ceiling tile pop: Suspended ceiling tiles ARE permitted within a patient care room.    
	sink_pop: Sinks ARE allowed. Sinks still need to be accessible to staff for hand-washing before seeing the patient.
	IV_Pop: IV poles, medical devices, and other equipment necessary for patient care are allowed in the patient care vicinity. Patient care equipment not in use for the patient should be located outside of the patient care vicinity. 
	medgas_pop: Medical gasses ARE allowed to be accessible within the patient care vicinity. Any auxillary items (like suction canisters) not in use should be removed from the patient vicinity.
	IV: 
	carts and trays: 
	cords: 
	curtain: 
	stool: 
	clg_tile: Suspended ceiling tiles ARE permitted within a patient care room.
	curtain trk: 
	medgas: 
	trash: Trash and recycle cans/bins DO NOT need to be removed from the room.
	stool_pop: Stools/chairs do not need to be removed from the patient room, but do need to be kept out of the patient vicinity when not in use. 
	cabinet_pop: Cabinets DO NOT require locks. The observer should be trained to not allow patient access to the cabinets.
	carts_pop: Carts and trays may be within the patient care vicinity when in use; however, they should be kept outside of the patient care vicinity when not in use. The patient care observer should be trained in these requirements and be instructed to minimize the patient’s access to objects that could be used for self-harm by keeping the patient care vicinity free from all items not being used for treatment or diagnosis.
	papertowel_pop: Paper towel dispensers and hand sanitizers may remain in the patient care room; however, caution should be used to ensure that the patient has limited access to hand sanitizing liquids.
	side chair_pop: Side chairs can remain in the patient room while the room is under control of the observer.As a side note, the observer's chair should be located with a clear pathway to the door and not placed in the corner as shown in this example. 
	cords_pop: Cords in use should be kept out of reach of the patient as much as possible. Cords not being used should be removed from the patient care vicinity. 
	elec outlets: 
	trash_: 
	bed_pop: Beds in general acute care and emergency departments DO NOT need to be replaced with ligature resistant beds. Caution should be taken to limit the patient's access to items that they could use to harm themselves or others within reach of the bed.
	bed: 
	doors: 
	elec_pop: Permanently mounted electrical devices such as outlets, switches, fire alarms, and nurse call do not need to be restricted from the patient care vicinity.
	papertowel: 
	curtain_pop: Cubical curtains DO NOT need to be removed from the patient care area. Curtains should not be closed to leave the patient privacy without someone present inside the curtain area.
	flower: 
	flowers_pop: Special consideration should be given to loose items that pateints could use as a weapon. The hospital should determine if the item should be removed from the room or if it simply needs to be kept out of reach of the patient by, for example, placing it on a high shelf.
	side chair: 
	doors_pop: Doors DO NOT need to be ligature resistant.
	ceiling tiles: 
	window: 
	shelf: 
	sidechair_ok_pop: Side chairs should be placed in an area that is out of reach from the patient, but close enough that the observer can intervene immediately. The chair should also be located so that the observer can see the entire room and exit from the room in an emergency.
	shelf_pop: Open shelving should be attached securely so the shelf cannot be easily removed and used as a weapon. 
	window_pop: Windows should not be operable and should be secured in the closed position. 


